All-New BAYON

Stand out
design.

With its sharp lines and eye-catching proportions, the BAYON really stands out from the crowd.
Stylish and sleek, it elegantly combines Hyundai’s award-winning SUV heritage with a visually
stunning interpretation of our new Sensuous Sportiness design language. Distinctive from
every angle, the profile is defined by its sporty wedge-shape and the arrow-shaped C-pillar,
which draws the eye into the BAYON’s one-of-a-kind graphic features.
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Distinctive from
every angle.

Confident and unique, the BAYON makes quite the statement with its sporty lines and stylish integration of
Hyundai’s key SUV design elements. The arrow shaped headlamps and wide grille harmonize with the sleek
air intake band and narrow LED DRLs on top to give the front a truly one-of-a kind look.
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Confident and unique.

The signature arrow-shaped rear LED combination lamps lights really put an exclamation point on
BAYON’s expressive design. Positioned far out to the sides, they enhance the visual impression of width.
With its extended rear window, the elegantly shaped tailgate features a thin horizontal line, which
connects the tail lights – underlining the fact that this urban stand-out is both roomy and sporty.
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Design highlights.

The wide grille with its flowing rectangular design elements, widens out at the bottom, creating a solid stance together with the
muscular lower bumper and its trapezoidal silver air intake.
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The BAYON shares key design elements of the Hyundai SUV family. Like the 3-part main lamps with full
LED headlamps and indicators separate from the Daylight Running Lights up top for a distinctive look.

Our designers have placed the signature arrow-shaped rear LED combination lamps
lights far-out to the sides to create a visually wider stance.
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Enjoy best-in-class connectivity.
Featuring a best-in-class digital cockpit and top-line infotainment, the BAYON delivers plenty of innovative smart tech to make
your life easier – and your drive more enjoyable. Enjoy state-of-the-art connectivity with dual big screens with split-screen
functionality. The 10.25’’ digital cluster* and 8’’ centre touchscreen have been visually combined for an elegant high-tech look
and top usability. Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto™ are on board as well so you can connect your phone and mirror your music,
phone and app functions right up on the big screen. And for the first time in a vehicle of this size, the 8” floating touch screen
offers wireless phone mirroring, meaning you don’t even have to plug in your phone to take advantage of this clever feature.
Apple CarPlay™ is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. Android Auto™ is a registered trademark of Google Inc.
* Only available on Executive Model
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Enjoy the best of
both worlds.
Delivering the comfort and storage space of an SUV, the BAYON’s compact exterior size and its family-friendly interior
give you the best of both worlds. While its compact size makes it easy to handle – you’ll love the feeling of freedom you
get from the higher seating position and great all-round visibility for more confidence and control. And wherever life’s
adventures take you, this compact crossover has plenty of space for both passengers and cargo. With excellent legroom
for a more comfortable ride, 411 litres of boot space, and an intelligent boot cover – the BAYON stands out in the segment with both its style and roominess.
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Sophisticated,
high-tech interior.
Sophisticated and technologically advanced, the sculpted interior of the BAYON is designed for the digital age.
The high-tech look of the 8" screen is emphasized further by LED mood lighting, which sets a subtle, but
sophisticated blue accent in the cockpit. The doors embrace the dashboard in an elegant, sensual way, inspired by
shapes found in nature. The sculpture of the doors perfectly matches the instrument panel section. Sleek horizontal
blades give the prominent dashboard an unconventionally stylish look, accentuating the slick and wide design of
the front fascia. And of course you’ll love the higher seating position, where comfort goes hand in hand with style –
getting in and out of the high quality fabric seats is nice and easy.

Interior images are used for illustrative purposes only.
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Convenience
highlights.
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Wireless charging.
A 10W high-speed wireless charging tray is located conveniently in the centre console. Now you can easily and quickly charge
a compatible Qi-enabled smartphone without the hassle of having to plug it in.

E-call button.
This feature automatically calls emergency services if you’re in an accident and the airbags deploy.
You can also push the SOS button for emergency assistance 24/7, 365 days a year.

* Available on Executive Models only.

* Available on Executive Models only.

Parking Assist.
Get into tight parking spaces with ease. Enjoy semi-autonomous parking supported by a
range of sensors and software.
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Best-in-class
safety package.

The BAYON shares its safe and robust DNA with the other members of the Hyundai SUV family – and it has
the safety features to match. With Hyundai SmartSense, our cutting-edge Advanced Driver Assistance Systems,
it offers the most comprehensive safety technology package in its class – built to provide you with more safety
and peace of mind. And the great part is: many of the features are included in the standard equipment already.
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Exterior colours.
Express yourself. You can choose any of our exterior colours to complement the eye-catching silhouette of your BAYON.
On top of that, the option of a two-tone roof and matching mirror housings in Phantom Black lets you further customise some colour combinations to create a car perfectly matched to your taste.

Forward Collision-avoidance Assist (FCA)

Lane Keeping Assist (LKA)

Sensing the road ahead with radar and a camera, FCA warns you
and then automatically brakes when it detects sudden braking
by a car ahead or pedestrians or cyclists in your path.
Now updated with a Junction Turning feature, specially calibrated
to help prevent frontal collisions when turning left at intersections
(in left hand drive countries).

Uses the front camera to monitor the lines of the road.
In case of an unintended lane departure, it will warn you and can
apply counter steering torque to guide the car back to the lane.

Lane Following Assist (LFA)
When activated, it keeps the vehicle centred in its lane at
speeds between 0 and 180 kilometres per hour on highways
and city streets.

Phantom Black

Intelligent Speed Limit Assist (ISLA)

Driver Attention Warning (DAW)

Alerts you with audio and visual warnings when you exceed the
speed limit. When combined with the manual speed limiter or Smart
Cruise Control, ISLA can even adapt the speed autonomously.

When a pattern of fatigue or distraction is identified, the system gets
your attention with an alert and pop-up message suggesting a break.

Aurora Gray

Atlas White

Sleek Silver

Elemental Brass

Dragon Red

Intense Blue

Optional two-tone roof
available in Phantom Black

Optional two-tone roof
available in Phantom Black

Optional two-tone roof
available in Phantom Black

Optional two-tone roof
available in Phantom Black

Optional two-tone roof
available in Phantom Black

* Available on Executive Models only.
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Interior colours.
Inside the BAYON, a calm colour and trim concept with subtle accents creates a serene atmosphere which helps
you relax and focus on your drive. A carefully selected neutral range of interior colours and materials provides
maximum compatibility with the exterior colour range. The full black cloth interior is standard.

Full Black.
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Wheels.

Specifications and dimensions.

The all-new BAYON is available with a range of stylish wheels ranging
in size from 15” steel wheels to 16” two-tone alloy wheels
that really round off the sophisticated side view.

Enh. Kappa 1.2 MPI
Euro 6D (RON 95)

Enh. Kappa 1.0 TGDI
Euro 6D

1,197

998
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Bore x Stroke (mm)

71.0 x 75.6

71 x 84

Compression Ratio

11

10.5

Max. Power (kW / rpm)

62 / 6,000

74 / 4,500~6,000

Max. Power (PS / rpm)

84 / 6,000

100 / 4,500~6,000

Max. Torque (kgf.m / rpm)

12 / 4,200

17.5 / 1,500~4,000

Type
Displacement (cc)
Number of Cylinders

Valve System

16 Valve Swing Arm HLA

12 Valve HLA

Transmission type

Manual

Manual

DCT

Number of gears

5

6

7

Performance
Max. Speed (km/h)

165

183

180

0 to 100 km/h acceleration (sec)

13.5

10.7

11.7

Emissions and Fuel Economy
Fuel consumption combined NEDC 2.0 (l/100 km)
Fuel consumption combined WLTP (l/100 km)
emissions combined NEDC 2.0 (g/km)
emissions combined WLTP (g/km)

TBC

TBC

5.6 I/100 km

5.5 l/100km

TBC

TBC

128 g/km

125 g/km

Weight

16” alloy wheel

Curb Weight (lightest) (kg)

1,045

1,095

1,120

Curb Weight (highest) (kg)

1,155

1,205

1,230

Wheel type

Tyres

15-inch steel wheels

185 / 65 R15

16-inch alloy wheels

195 / 55 R16

Unit : mm

Overall Height

1,500
Overall Width
Wheel Tread
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1,775
1,551

Overall Length
Wheel Base

4,180
2,580

Wheel Tread

1,557
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Time to see things

from a new
perspective.

It’s amazing how a new perspective can help you see the world in a better light.
And with its elegantly sculpted design and high seating position, the all-new BAYON
is ready for new heights. You’ll love the safe and robust SUV feeling and the comfort
and cargo space of the roomy interior. And thanks to its cutting-edge smart tech like
best-in-class safety and connectivity features it performs as good as it looks.
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The Hyundai 5-Year Unlimited Mileage Warranty applies only to Hyundai vehicles that have been originally
sold by an authorized Hyundai dealer to an end-customer, as set out in the terms and conditions of the
warranty booklet.
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All the information contained in this brochure is provisional and subject to change without notice and is
intended only as preliminary notification. Possible variations in the representation of vehicle colours are due to
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